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NOTE
For productive
and calm offices...

“Having the features that allow it to single 

handedly dominate the idea of prestige in 

organizing offices, Note is beyond being an 

element of furniture and stands for becoming 

a power symbol. As it gracefully holds the 

work area, it demonstrates how you can 

simultaneously turn it into an icon.”

Arif Akıllı lar

Utkan Kızıltuğ



Preparing the ground for meetings where decisions that may shed 

light to the future are made, Note stays up to date like a keystone 

among developing office dynamics within itself. Its rich color 

alternatives, trays that are designed in different dimensions and 

forms, such as circle, triangle, square, rectangle, half oval and half 

ell iptical, depending on the purpose of use, it presents innovative 

solutions that wil l address the needs of users in the meeting group.



Promising a productive and calm workspace to the user with 

its simple design language and powerful attitude, Note is 

providing you with transparent workspaces in the meeting 

group that wil l carry your productivity to the highest level.

Its contours that open up from ground to top stretches out in the  middle 

point within its own language; the appealing effect of its aluminum legs 

separates itself where they meet the surface of the work space.
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color options
melamine 

compact laminate

metal

white hazelnutantrachite

white sandgrey antrachite black

white sand ash oak oleaster

hazelnut greyantrachite natural oak

acacia samba walnut

The color and texture on our website, printed and digital technical product documentation, may vary depending on the screen resolution settings
and photo quality. True colors, you can visit our closest lady and see from our color cartel.
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